IRSC Student Noelle Rivera Recognized with Future Leader Award

Indian River State College Dental Hygiene student Noelle Rivera has been recently recognized as the recipient of the Future Leader Award from the Florida Dental Hygiene Association (FDHA).

Rivera is a resident of Jupiter and has been an exemplary dental hygiene student and a true asset to the IRSC program. Rivera served as the first IRSC officer at FSADHA, serving as President for 2012-2013. Her dedication and determination motivated the dental hygiene students to attend the FDHA 2013 Student Day, as well as participate in the Raffle Drawing that enabled IRSC to be the winning school.

Rivera is a sophomore and will be taking the Florida Dental Hygiene Board in 2014. As President of FSADHA, Ms. Rivera provided quality service to the organization and her officers. She also led the 2013 Student Day very effectively.

Rivera’s future goals include continuing to be a part of FDHA and ADHA as a professional RDH. Rivera enthusiasm has not only motivated her classmates, but the faculty at IRSC as well. For more information about the Dental Hygiene program at IRSC visit www.irsc.edu, email info@irsc.edu or call 1-866-792-4772.

IRSC student Noelle Rivera (left) is pictured with IRSC Professor Mary Pelletier. Noelle was recognized as with the 2014 Future Leader Award from the Florida Dental Hygiene Association.